RATRC
Adapted Toys Loan guide

We are open 9:00 am to 5:30 pm Monday through Friday

Baby Bell (Rise & Shine Together)
When activated by a capability switch), the colorful
bells twirl round and round on their yellow base
sounding the musical C scale. At the same time,
6 multi-colored LEDs blink in various patterns.

Ring Around Bells (Enabling Devices)
Use the attached yellow switch, to make colorful bells
twirl and play the musical scale while its multicolored
LEDs blink. Or use a separate capability switch to activate
a toy or twirl the toy’s bells by hand. Ring Around Bells
encourages listening, grasping and increases eye hand
coordination.

Bongo drums (Enabling Devices)
Activate two switches to play the drums for
increasing auditory awareness and cause and effect

Bongo drums light & sound
(Adaptive Tech Solutions)
Switch adapted Bongo Drums feature lights
and music. Press and release your switch to
start a song, press and release the switch again
to change to another song. Automatically goes
off after a few minutes without any interaction
from the user. May not be suitable for
individuals who are prone to seizure activity.
Has 2 volumes

My First Saxophone (Enabling Devices)
switch-adapted saxophone equipped with two modes.
Play one note at a time, or play a song.

Spinning Symphony (Enabling Devices)
Music on a spinning base. Hear six different Mozart
compositions when you press any of the brightly
colored instrument switches
(Redwood has 2 versions of this)

Music Box (Enabling Devices)
Plug in up to four of your capability
switches to hear four different tunes and
see flashing lights.

Touch Screen Band (Enabling Devices)
Touch screen, light-up piano and drum set.

Take Along Tunes (Adaptive Tech Solutions)
Equipped with a handle and volume switch, the Take-Along
plays highlights from seven musical masterpieces by Mozart,
Vivaldi, Chopin and Rossini.

Light and Sound Butterfly (Enabling Devices)
Plays 18 different songs! Just hit your switch and the
multi-colored blinking lights dance around the Butterfly while
music plays. Great for visual tracking.

Tons of Tunes Music Player (Enabling Devices)
plays 42 songs on the piano or guitar. Activate the capability switch
and the colored lights blink along as music plays. Comes with a
removable stand.

Fisher Price Laugh & Learn Puppy Piano
(Enabling Devices)
angled it for easy access. 12 different children’s songs
and three modes of play. Learn about colors, numbers,
animals, animal sounds, parts of the face, greetings and
first words in English or Spanish. Activate using
capability switch or by pressing the piano keys

Animated Minion Stuart with Guitar
(Adaptive Tech Solutions)
Animated Minion Stuart plays tunes on his guitar,
makes Minion noises and sings

Bump & Go Goose (Rise & Shine Together)
switch-activated walking, talking, dancing and singing
hip-hop Bump & Go Goose. He spins, bumps and turns to
three different hip-hop songs

Buzz Lightyear walking switch adapted
(Adaptive Tech Solutions)
Toy Story 4 Buzz Lightyear comes to life with lights, sounds and
signature action moves! Animated effects as he walks forward and back
and speaks lines like "Buzz Lightyear to the rescue!" and "We're on a
mission to find our friends!" Buzz has been adapted to accept a standard
3.5mm switch. Press your switch or the button under Buzz's arm for
sound effects, walking, laser, and wing deployment.

Bump and Go plane (Enabling Devices)
Spin and go! Activate a capability switch and the Bump &
Go Airplane will twirl about when it hits an object and go
in another direction. Lights flash and the engine spins.
A fun way to increase visual attention.

Go Go School Bus (Enabling Devices)
Make the wheels on the bus go round and round with
its two button controller or by using your two capability
switches.

Rally Ripster Radio Controlled Car
(Adaptive Tech Solutions)
Plug a switch into the controller for the switch adapted Rally
Ripster remote controlled car and zoom it around the room. The
car moves straight the first time you press and hold your switch,
then the next time the switch is pressed it goes in circles, then it
goes straight again on the next switch activation. It also plays
sounds and has working headlights and lights inside the
car. Great for visual tracking and teaching cause-effect.

Bump & go train (Enabling Devices)
activate a capability switch and the Bump and Go
Train will spin about when it hits an object and go in
another direction. The train also features an
authentic horn sound, smoke from the stack, and a
real working headlight.

Racing Around
(Enabling Devices)
Just activate a switch and three colorful cars on
springs, bounce and spin while music and race
car sounds play. Teaching cause and effect and
promoting visual attention.

Roll and Learn Turtle
(Enabling Devices)
Switch adapted turtle has fifty-five different
songs, melodies, sounds and phrases.
Colorful gears move when you spin them.
Encourages discovery and exploration and
teaches cause and effect.

Music & Light Caterpillar
(Enabling Devices)
Activate your capability switch or push
the pink button on its back and it will
play 16 different songs while its four
colorful lights flash.

Cyclone (Enabling Devices)
Activate the built-in switch or an external switch
and the cyclone whips colorful glittery shapes
about while sounds of wind, rain, thunder and
music add to the wild weather

Explore n grow busy gears switch adapted toy
(Adaptive Tech Solutions)
Explore N' Grow Busy Gears has been adapted to accept a
standard switch. Press your switch or the button on the toy
itself for flights, movement, and music. Encourages peer
interaction, enhances visual and sensory skills, teach colors
and prepositions, and teach cause and effect. Gears can be
moved and stacked. An automatic "shut-off" helps conserve
battery life and a convenient carry handle makes it easy to
take on the go. Measures approximately 2.6 x 14.5 x 10.5
inches.

Little Tykes Giggly Gears Farm Spinners
(Enabling Devices)
5 different gears - 3 gears represent the animals – cow,
chicken and pig. Switch makes the gears spin and it plays
random animal sounds with music
Can turn the gear handle in the middle

Adapted Magnetic Gears
(Enabling Devices)
Make your own patterns. Connect a capability
switch and 11 colorful plastic gears will spin on the
magnetic easel. Each gear does something different
– clicking, whirring, google eyes, turning arm. The
gears are easy to grab and are interchangeable,
which make it easy to create your own designs. Has
a removable base and two gear speeds. Works with
and without a switch. Provides visual and auditory
stimulation and promotes color recognition.

Musical Bead Chain/Switch (Enabling Devices)
Somatosensory bead chain hangs from a metal bar. When
bead chains move, they activate the device’s built-in music box
which continues to play for as long as the beads touch the bar.
The toy can also be used without music, as an external switch
for any other device

Peek a Boo Mirror (Enabling Devices)
More than a mirror, sensory toy provides tactile, visual and
auditory stimulation. When users run their fingers through the
mirror’s bead chain curtain it activates the toy’s lights, music
and vibration. Wedge-shaped base allows you to use it on the
floor or a table. Lights, sound and vibration stimuli can each be
turned on or off. The sensitivity of the beads also adjusts with
a dial to set how much movement activates the mirror. An
external jack allows this unit to control other adapted devices
as a switch.

Side-Lyer Toy (Enabling Devices)
Especially designed for the comfort of Side Lyer users, this toy requires a gentle touch to activate its
panel’s lights and vibration.

Traffic Light (Enabling Devices)
Teaches the idea of stop, pause and go while
providing a stimulating sensory experience.
Touch the red, green or yellow light and lights
turn on, music plays and the toy vibrates

Butterfly Spinner (Rise & Shine Together)
Press your capability switch and watch the butterflies
and ladybugs spin round and round. They create a
swirling blend of colors and a whirling sound as they
roll around.

Poppity Top (Rise & Shine Together)
Activate the capability switch and watch as
the 20 colorful balls bounce and dance to
music and back-lit lights.

Fish & Glow Spinner (Enabling Devices)
Just press your switch to hear music, see swirling colors and
watch three little goldfish spin around in their bowl. Also
encourages visual attention and listening skills.

Wrap around massager (Enabling Devices)
Switch adapted flexible 2-speed tube massager provides
vibro-tactile feedback

Somatosensory Tube with Lights, Vibration and
Music (Enabling Devices)
Develop grasping skills, localizing sound and teaching cause
and effect. Hold the tube in a vertical position and it lights up,
plays music and vibrates.

Sensational Tubes – Set of 5 (Enabling Devices)
Attention-grabbing tubes contain an assortment of
items that differ in weight, color, shape and sound production.
A fun, yet therapeutic means to improve grip strength and visual attention and promote tracking skills.

Balls Go Round (Enabling Devices)
Activate this circular unit’s built-in switch and watch
multi-colored balls spin around in their compartments! While the unit rotates, lights flash and it
plays four tunes Size: 10½"L x 16"W x 18"H
Weight: 6¼ lbs.

Flip Flop (Enabling Devices)
Spin the dome to see multi-colored flashing lights,
spinning beads, glitter and mirror reflections, feel
vibration and hear six tunes!

Textured Carousel Busy Box
(Enabling Devices)
Six textured pads on a Lazy Susan base that
pop, vibrate, light up and play music. Cause
and effect teaching device. Increases visual
attention, tactile awareness, color recognition
and auditory development.

Big bubble machine (Enabling Devices)
Activate a switch and the bubble machine produces
bubbles while improving users’ visual tracking skills.

Giggle & Bubble Elmo (Enabling Devices)
Blow bubbles while Elmo sings, talks, counts and giggles.
Just press his nose or activate your adaptive switch and
hear 15 different phrases while bubbles continuously
blow out of his mouth.

Fubbles No-Spill Bubble Machine
(Enabling Devices)
Activate a capability switch and this colorful
blower will create hundreds of bubbles

Learning Lantern
Laugh & Learn Camping Fun Lantern
(Enabling Devices)
Adapted musical lantern with two switch ports. Plays
songs, tunes and phrases, and has learning mode. Two
volume levels and an on/off switch.

Winnie the Pooh in a Box
(Rise & Shine Together)
Winnie pops up to "Pop Goes the Weasel ”
This toy has been adapted to operate with any
external capability switch.

Curious George in the Box
(Enabling Devices)
switch activated Jack-in-the-box. When George pops
out of the box, a tune plays

Mickey Mouse in a Box
(Rise & Shine Together)
Mickey pops up to "Mickey Mouse March,"
adapted to operate with any external
capability switch.

Minnie Mouse in a Box
(Rise & Shine Together)
Minnie pops up to "You Are My Sunshine ”. This
toy has been adapted to operate with any
external capability switch.

Multi Color tabletop fiber optic light
(Rise & Shine Together)
Colorful Fiber Optic LEDs cycle through
green, blue and red. Provides tactile
stimulation along with visual stimulation.
Accessible with any capability switch.

Rainbow in My Room (Enabling Devices)
Activate your capability switch to put a rainbow on your
wall or ceiling. Great for increasing cause and effect and
learning about colors of a rainbow

Sea Dreams Aquarium (Adaptive Tech Solutions)
The switch adapted Sea Dreams Aquarium has soothing,
mesmerizing music and sounds along with classical melodies,
lights, and movement. It can also be controlled directly using
the buttons on the toy. Press and release your switch or the
button on the toy for 10 minutes of activity, then the toy
automatically goes off. Press your switch to turn it back on. Can
sit on a table or tray, or attach to a rail

Fisher Price Rainforest Waterfall
(Enabling Devices)
Tabletop toy. Activate a capability switch and colorful lights
slowly turn on and off while rainforest pals play peek-a-boo and
move about in the leaves. Great for increasing visual attention
and tracking. It can play lullabies or simple rainforest sounds

Spinning Light Show (Enabling Devices)
Activate the switch and create multicolored light designs
.

The Tumbler (Enabling Devices)
Press the large red button on the front of this toy to
send the balls tumbling around while music plays, lights
shine and the unit vibrates. Provides auditory, visual and
tactile stimulation. Can also be activated with an
external capability switch.

Mini Popper (Enabling Devices)
Press the popper’s rim or dome (or activate
your switch) to start music, vibration,
flashing lights and bouncing balls! Increases
visual, tactile and auditory awareness.

The Twinkler (Enabling Devices)
press the yellow textured switch and this
toy sends sparkles flying while it plays
music and lights up. Increase visual and
tactile awareness. Can also be activated
with your own capability switch.

Mini Dome Switch (Enabling Devices)
Touch anywhere on the dome and see bright lights, glitter and
music. Can use as a switch to activate a toy or device. A built-in
control allows the user to select one or more of the Mini Dome’s
sensory rewards.

Dome Alone (Enabling Devices)
Encourages listening skills and increases visual
attention. Appropriate for all ages. Activated with
external switch

Lighted Music Dome
(Rise and Shine Together)
The Lighted Musical Dome can be activated
either by gently pressing on the dome or on the
ring around the dome, or it can be connected to
any capability/activation switch via the 1/8 jack
on the back of the unit. When activated,
colorful beads bounce and dance in the dome,
bright multi-colored lights flash to the rhythm of
a musical tune. Feel the vibration when you
touch the dome. Find your image in the
mirror-backed dome.

Shooting Stars
(Enabling Devices)
Use the built-in textured switch or your
own switch to activate and play music
while you send stars rocketing through
space

Misting Fan (Enabling Devices)
Cool off and awaken the senses with a
Misting Fan. Activate a switch to feel a fine
mist of water and a breeze.

Talking Containerizing Toy (Enabling Devices)
Sort, stack and drop! When a shape hits the bottom, your
pre-recorded message will play (up to 20 seconds). Remove
the sorting lid and larger objects can be used. You can adjust
the sensitivity to accommodate items of differing weights.
(Very lightweight items made of a soft material, such as a
cottonball, will not activate the message and lights).

Drop in a bucket (Enabling Devices)
Containerizing toy designed with a low profile so you
only have to slightly reach to drop objects into the
bucket. Six multi-colored lights draw the user’s
attention. When they place an object in, a tune plays.
Good for encouraging size and shape recognition.

Talking Square Containerizing Toy
(Enabling Devices)
All sides of the square have shape-sorting walls. When
the object hits the bottom, your pre-recorded message
(up to 20 seconds) will play. Take the top off and it will
talk when other objects are dropped. Encourages
language development, listening skills.

Shape Talker (Enabling Devices)
Shape recognition container gives three
separate 5-second messages which you can
pre-record. Match the shape to the opening,
drop it in and be rewarded with your message.
Great for developing eye-hand coordination,
shape matching and color recognition.

Instruments Sound Puzzle
(Enabling Devices)
Designed with knobs for grasping and an available
angled base for viewing, teaches about the sounds
of musical instruments

Transportation Sound Puzzle
(Enabling Devices)
Designed with knobs for grasping and an angled base
for viewing, teaches about transportation vehicles.

Zoo Sound Puzzle (Enabling Devices)
Designed with knobs for grasping and an angled base
for viewing, teaches about the sounds of animals

Shapes sound puzzle (Enabling Devices)
Designed with knobs for grasping and an angled base for
viewing, teaches about colors and shapes

Interchangeable music puzzle
(Enabling Devices)
Ideal for developing cognitive skills for both
children and adults. This puzzle has removable
blocks which allow the user to progressively
increase the skill required to complete the
task. Start with one shape and any four blank
blocks and build up to five distinct shapes. When
the task is completed, music plays.

Puzzle Communicators - Shape Puzzle
with Base
(Enabling Devices)
Communicator has five levels and total recording time
of 300 seconds. Record messages for each puzzle on
each level; messages play when you pick up or place a
puzzle piece. Set comes with one base and three
puzzles.

Shape Switch (Enabling Devices)
all-in-one shape sorter, switch and music box. Activate
the music box by inserting the correct shapes in the
correct openings. Every shape has a post for easy
manipulation. Works as a stand-alone music box or as
an external switch. When used as a switch, it activates
a device but does not play music.

Animal See & Say with base
The classic learning toy is mounted on a base and
angled it for easy access. With the adapted
T-shaped handle, kids can activate the messages.
Learn about 16 different animals. Encourages
listening skills and animal recognition.

Carnival tube (Enabling Devices)
A simple swipe at the mounted tube creates
lights, music and vibration. External jack allows
this to be used as a switch. It has a toggle switch
which allows you to turn on or off any of the
rewards.

Color bug (Enabling Devices)
Create pictures with Color Bug by activating the
light touch directionality switch. The bug will
move about creating amazing patterns that are
fun and unique.
Teaches directionality and tracking skills while
increasing visual attention
and hand strength.

Explore a Center (Enabling Devices)
The Explore-a-Center encourages parallel play for two to
four children at one time allowing each one to explore
and experience the wonders of learning. This fun floor or
tabletop busy box provides the user with eight activities
which turn on multi-colored blinking lights, mechanical
music, vibration and many different sounds including
children’s laughter, water splashing, and circus music. The
side mirrors allow for visual recognition. It has a volume
control to adjust the music and sound effects. Perfect for
learning about cause and effect and provides a wonderful
tactile and auditory experience.

Busy Box (Enabling Devices)

Five Function Activity Center
(Enabling Devices)
five-in-one toy teaches cause and effect, sensory
awareness, eye-hand coordination and language
development! Activate the bright yellow plate to
play its built-in AM/FM radio, the red plate to
feel vibration, the wooden roller to sound a
buzzer, and the orange one to turn on the light

Provides stimulation and enhances finger
isolation. To activate a response an individual
has to purposefully press the recessed buttons
with his or her finger. Upon activation, the five
colorful buttons produce an assortment of
stimulation including lights, vibration, music, and
gentle breezes. Great for learning colors and for
a tactile and auditory experience.

iActivity Center (Enabling Devices)
Teaches cause and effect, sensory awareness, eye-hand
coordination. Activate the different surfaces to get
sensory feedback. Or attach an iPad, iPod, iPhone,
Android device, MP3 player or any device with an
earphone jack to the Center’s built-in speaker to play
music

Bubble Busy Box (Enabling Devices)
Push the brightly colored buttons or tug on the pull ball
switches, and activate vibration, lights or music. Great for
developing eye-hand coordination, fine motor skills and
gross arm movements.
*Vibrating pull ball does not work

Funtastik (Enabling Devices)
Press on the colorful, tactile-stimulating squishy pads to
activate blinking multicolored lights, musical tunes and
vibration. Watch the glitter in its dome and its spinning
attachments twirl around. Push or pound the squishy
pads to watch the fluid inside them move to its center
and back and forth. Each sensory activation lasts from

G-Force (Enabling Devices)
press the orange and black switch to make the
ping pong balls inside this toy’s dome spin and
fly higher, finally reaching the dome’s green
center. When activated the multicolored LEDs
light up and it plays music!

Visually Impaired Activity Center
(Enabling Devices)
Multisensory activity center features a bright blue tactile
plate that vibrates when touched, a pull-ball that activates a
fan and a textured bright yellow oval plate that turns on an
AM?FM radio

Hi Ho Cherry-O (Enabling Devices)
The adapted version of this classic counting game. The
set includes a game board equipped with two switch
plates and two external jacks to accommodate external
switches. Push the red switch plate to pick a cherry off
the tree and hear a tone. Push the blue switch and a
cherry goes back on the tree and a different tone
sounds. Activate the game’s spinner by pressing its rim
or using a switch. Set also includes the original Hi Ho
Cherry-O game without the spinner.

Uno Attack – Switch Adapted
(AT Makers)
UNO Attack! is played similar to traditional UNO, but with
UNO Attack! you are required to activate the launcher
button if you cannot match the card in the discard pile
with a card from your deck. If you're lucky, nothing will
happen. If you're not, the shooter will fire a stream of
UNO Attack! cards. The shooter makes a variety of sounds
to increase the excitement of the game.
Switch adapted to accept a standard switch (sold separately)
that allows individuals with disabilities a turn at activating the
launcher. This game is best suited for users who have a clear
understanding of switch use; as the launcher is random and
will not launch cards every time the switch is pressed.
Switch adapted by AT Makers.

Swirl Art (Enabling Devices)
Use a capability switch to spin works of art. Just activate
the switch and drip the fluorescent paint into the paint
dispensing top.

Redwood’s Mission
Redwood guides children and adults with severe and
multiple disabilities to achieve independence and reach
their highest potential throughout their lives by
providing enriching educational, therapeutic, and
vocational services.

You can find all of the items in this book on the KATS website at
www.https://katsnet.at4all.com/

Redwood ATRC
71 Orphanage Road
Ft. Mitchell, KY 41017
Monday through Friday 9:00 am to 5:30 pm
Please contact the ATRC Librarian
jjustice@redwoodnky.org

859-331-0880 X 258 or Toll free 800-728-9807 for information
Items listed in this booklet can also be found on the KATS Network
Kentucky Assistive Technology Locator
www.katsnet.at4all.com

